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Introduction  
 

Many across the world continue to digest what took place in Aleppo and the slaughter that was 

beamed across the world. Recep Tayyip Erdoğan as well the Saudi and Qatari regimes sat on the 

benches as the slaughter took place in Aleppo, despite having supported and armed many of the 

groups previously. In the most critical hour for the rebels and the people of Syria, they abandoned 

them and left them to be slaughtered. 

 

Bilal Abdul-Kareem from On the Ground News (OGN) reporting from East Aleppo highlighted: “I will 

like to say to the Muslim Ummah that is out there, guys, you dropped the ball on this, you know 

Erdogan, nice recitation of the Qur’an, but you really blew it this time, you really really had the 

opportunity to be the hero, fly in here with the cape and help out these poor people with your troops 

just 25k away from Aleppo, but you blew it. And a whole lot of other folks: the Qataris, the Saudis, 

you all blew it, you all had a golden opportunity.”1 Many Muslims across the world remain stunned 

at the inaction of the Turkish regime at what took place in Aleppo. Some have taken to social media 

to defend the Erdogan regime’s inaction, arguing the presence of Russia as an obstacle, the lack of 

capability and the regional repercussions for Turkey as reasons for inaction watching the slaughter 

from the sidelines. Scrutinising these reasons show Erdogan’s calculations are rooted solely in 

political considerations – which does not include defending the Muslims of Syria, rather than military 

or tactical considerations.  

 

As the call for Turkey to intervene grows, in this Khilafah.com Special Report we assess what Turkish 

intervention in Syria would look like and the challenges it would face. 
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A Turkish Intervention in Syria 
 

After the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, Turkey’s military shape and posture as well as its 

doctrine, shifted towards a land force anchored by heavy armour and mechanized infantry that can 

move quickly by road or across open country with organic air defence. In place of static defence 

relying on overwhelming numbers of older weapon systems, the Turkish military doctrine created a 

highly mobile, manoeuvrable force. The air force and navy played a supporting role in this military 

doctrine. This doctrine also introduced Turkey’s military modernization programme, which is now into 

its third decade where Turkey has gradually moved towards developing indigenous military platforms 

and weapons systems. 

 

The Turkish armed forces consist of over 1 

million personnel, including 378,000 

reservists. A total of 332,509 soldiers are 

currently under arms, and it’s this force that 

is available for immediate deployment. The 

army has over 1200 tanks and over 1300 

armoured personnel carriers (APC) to move 

its troops around the battlefield. Turkey 

boasts NATO’s second largest army, which 
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is equipped with relatively modern battle tanks, self-propelled artillery and an increasingly capable 

army aviation force. 

 

Turkey’s air force consists of modern combat fighters dominated by the over 240 F-16C/D’s 

supplemented by 152 F-4 Phantoms. The Turkish air force trains intensively with US and NATO 

instructors on F-16 operations. It is now competent enough to train other air forces, such as those of 

Chile and the UAE, in those same F-16 operations. Turkey also produces its own indigenous 

unmanned aerial vehicles, most notably the Bayraktar TB2.2 

 

The biggest advantage in any intervention in Syria by the Turkish military is its proximity. Turkey 

shares a 360-mile border with Syria and therefore will not have long supply lines and could quickly 

resupply troops whenever needed. This means Turkey could deploy a force of considerable size, at 

considerable speed and could very quickly overwhelm the enemy. Alongside this, Turkey’s 

indigenous production facilities can readily roll out new APC’s and tanks on demand. 

 

The geography of Syria also poses little challenge to troop movements as most of the country is 

uninhabited. Aside from the al-Nusayriyah Mountains around the Alawite stronghold in the north and 

the Lebanon mountain range that extends into Syria and the capital Damascus, the rest of the 

country is relatively flat land. This means Turkey’s vehicles and troops will face little geographic 

constraints in an invasion, which allows the Turkish military to spread its positions in the invasion. 

 

The spine of Syria is the 

corridor from Aleppo in 

the north to Damascus 

in the South – just 195 

miles. Turkey is nearly 

eight times the size of 

Syria. The small size of 

the country means a 

Turkish military 

invasion of just medium 

size does not have a lot 

of land to cover and 

conquer. The biggest 

challenge here would 

be how long it would 

take Turkish forces to 

mobilise on the Syrian 

border, the land they 

need to eat up is a 

matter of hours rather 

than days. 

 

The small size of Syria 

gives the Turkish air 
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force significant advantages as Syria from the Turkish-Syrian border in the north to the Jordanian-

Syrian border in the south is under 300 miles long. Turkey has more than ample air assets to cover 

the airspace of Syria. Turkish jets can run air sorties from air bases in Turkey into Syria, not needing 

runways in Syria. Russia on the other hand is dependent on air bases in Syria, making these assets 

vulnerable to attack.    

 

There are over 10,000 rebel fighters in Syria, who Turkey could equip with anti-tank weapons, 

rockets, surface-to-air missiles (MANPADs), mortar and rocket propelled grenades, which can act 

as the unconventional element of the invasion, which conducts guerrilla attacks against enemy 

supply lines. The Turkish military could organise their ranks and turn them into an effective fighting 

force which has gained considerable experience after 5 years of war. 

 

The Turkish 2nd Army is responsible for defending Southwestern Turkey. Its headquarters is based 

in Malatya, with approximately 100,000 troops under its command. It is most likely that elements of 

the Turkish 2nd Army, positioned along the southern border with Syria, would form the nucleus of any 

invasion force.  
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Al-Assad’s Hollow Force 
 

The Syrian army, even before the uprising began, presented little obstacle to any invasion by the 

Turkish military. Syria, like many of the Muslim countries, had a military focused internally on 

propping up the al-Assad regime and thus lacked wide ranging capabilities. Syria has very little 

indigenous military industry to speak of and has always been reliant on procurement of foreign mili-

tary weapons and systems. Despite this, for a long time it has been assembling SCUD missiles in 

cooperation with North Korea and Iran. Syria’s military industry also manufactured rockets, which 

have been absorbed by the Syrian forces and even passed on to Hezbullah. 

 

The Syrian military before the uprising consisted of air, ground, and naval forces. Active personnel 

prior to the uprising were estimated as 295,000, with an additional 314,000 reserves. The military’s 

most elite divisions were the Republican Guard and the 4th Mechanized Division and are exclusively 

Alawite. Syrian ground forces were organised into three corps with a total of seven armoured divi-

sions, three mechanised divisions, one Republican Guard division, and three Special Forces 

brigades organized into a nominal division. 

 

Prior to the revolution, the army’s equipment included 4,700 tanks and 4,500 armored personnel 

carriers. About 2,000 of the tanks were 1960s-vintage T-55s, another 1,000 only slightly newer T-

62s. Another 1,700 were T-72s, from the 1970s and 1980s, but many of those are embedded in 

static defensive positions, and none have received much in the way of spare parts or maintenance 
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since the Soviet Union collapsed. These tanks would stand very little chance in the face of modern 

tanks. Syrian armored exercises were always slow moving and have poor combined arms content.  

The air force attack capability totalled 10 squadrons, while its air defences forces total 16 squadrons. 

Syria’s fighter jets consisted of Su-24s and MiG-29 SMTs which are capable, however dated air-

crafts. The bulk of its attack forces consist of Su-22s and MiG-23 BNs aircrafts with limited capability 

to deliver precision or unguided weapons with accuracy. The air force had 611 combat planes, its 

combat planes are very old, consisting of Soviet Sukhois and MiGs and many of these were consid-

ered to be rusting. Syria’s use of attack helicopters is more effective, but equipment and tactics have 

not been modernized since the early 1980s. 

 

Syria possessed 850 surface-to-air missiles, with 130 surface-to-air missile (SAM) batteries, many 

of which are obsolete and are supported by aging radars and an obsolete command and control and 

management system. Most of Syria’s missiles are Russian imports and reconfigured SCUD missiles, 

which are notoriously inaccurate. 

 

The Soviet Union was the principal source of training and military hardware for the Syrian forces. 

The collapse of the Soviet Union plunged Syria into a crisis as it also meant the loss of their patron 

that had supplied them with arms and technical support. As a result, Syria stopped acquiring weapon 

systems and over the years its military capability decreased. As it suffered from severe shortages in 

parts its arms ultimately became obsolete. Anthony Cordesman, of the Center for Strategic and 

International Studies, highlighted that the Syrian army was not merely supplied but also trained by 

the Soviets, and so inherited their highly centralized, top-down, take-no-initiative style of warfare.3 

Even before the war started, the Syrian military suffered from arms shortages, aging equipment and 

a reliance on foreign arms. Based on this the Syrian army presents virtually no obstacle to any 

invasion by the Turkish military. 

 

As the war has dragged on, into its 5th year now, the Syrian military capability declined even further 

due to deaths, defections and military defeats. By some estimates the army has shrunk from around 

300,000 personnel to below 150,000 today.4 Due to this, the Syrian army retaliated with barrel 

bombs, chemical weapons and indiscriminate bombing raids. The Syrian military in 2015 was having 

problems putting enough men on the battlefield. IHS Jane's Information Group confirmed in August 

2015 that the al-Assad regime controlled a mere 17% of Syrian territory, whilst the rebels had seized 

83% of the country. So Bashar al-Assad controlled an area only the size of Belgium. 

 

At this point Bashar al-Assad tried to fill the military ranks with foreign mercenaries. Hezbullah filled 

some of the ranks, but the overwhelming majority was Shi'a militia from Iraq, Iran, Pakistan, 

Afghanistan organised by troops and the leadership of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps 

(IRGC). This militia force took over a year to retake Aleppo through conducting a mass slaughter 

against primarily a civilian population with some rebel groups. Its also took a large concentration of 

forces to achieve this, which meant other areas of Syria were poorly manned.  While most of their 

best units were busy conducting operations in Aleppo, ISIS overran Palmyra. Against a highly 

organised and equipped force the Syrian loyalist force would be over stretched and outgunned. The 

influx of fighters from abroad has not adequately compensated for years of casualties, desertions 

and defections. Simply put, Bashar’s remaining forces are completely overstretched and is now 

completely reliant upon foreign troops. 
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A Turkish intervention would be the worst nightmare for Bashar al-Assad as he has absolutely no 

capability to withstand this. Bashar’s army and militias are struggling for manpower and resources 

and any escalation would completely overstretch and overwhelm them. The battle for Syria would 

take as long as it took the Turkish military to reach Damascus. 
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Could Iran prevent an invasion? 
 

Iran is now organising and leading much of the resistance against the people of Syria. Any Turkish 

invasion will come up against Iranian forces and Iranian militia organised by Iran. Iran faces 

significant challenges in any escalation by a conventional force in Syria.  

 

Iran’s military strategy rests on a number of assumptions. It assumes state-on-state warfare is an 

impossibility due to Iran’s inability to field an army. Due to this strategy Iran has neglected and 

struggled to modernise its conventional forces. The costs involved are too high for Iran’s economy 

and budget to bear and as a result investment has all been in its asymmetric capabilities. The clerical 

regime purged and executed much of the senior leadership of the Iranian military in the aftermath of 

the 1979 Revolution. As a result, when Iraq invaded Iran, it quickly became apparent that Iraqi forces 

were better equipped, better led, and much more capable. As a result of these combat experiences, 

the Iranian regime recognized that it fundamentally cannot and will not be able to compete with any 

of its adversaries in a head-to-head conventional conflict. The results of the two Gulf Wars, in 

particular the use of precision guided munitions, strongly reinforced this understanding. The 
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asymmetric tactics the Iranian regime adopted during the Iran-Iraq War have now become the 

foundation for the entire Iranian military doctrine. 

 

Whilst Iran’s land forces are equipped, the vast 

majority of its major land weapons are aging, of 

low to moderate capability and lack of 

modernization. The Iranian Army is now trained 

and organized for defence in depth. Iran has 

large enough ground forces to make any 

invasion of Iran problematic. It is not equipped 

to manoeuvre long distances outside of Iran or 

to sustain intensive operations outside the 

country. For this reason, Iran has focused on its 

asymmetric capabilities. Iran is reliant upon its missiles and irregular forces to defend the nation from 

any foreign threat. Its conventional forces are poorly trained and poorly equipped and it is 

qualitatively outmatched by its irregular forces. 

 

Iran’s air force is extremely weak, lacking essential capabilities. Its aircraft are mainly second 

generation jets while the rest of the world are constructing fourth generation jets. Iran will pose little 

air challenge to the Turkish military in Syria. Overall, Iran continues to maintain its very old and aging 

equipment and even the best of Iran’s platforms have limited capabilities relative to almost any 

comparable Turkish platform, in terms of weapons range, speed, countermeasures and detection 

range. 

 

Iranian forces are in no position to withstand a conventional Turkish invasion of Syria. Iran has been 

successful in Syria as it faces rebel forces who are dependent upon foreign nation for weapons. Iran 

like Syria has lost a lot of manpower in the conflict and a Turkish invasion would completely change 

this dynamics in the country. 
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Could Hezbullah Prevent an 

Invasion? 
Hezbullah has played a central role in propping up the regime of Bashar al-Assad ever since the 

people rose up against the regime back in 2011. Hezbullah justified its military intervention as being 

necessary for ‘the protection of Lebanese villages’ on the border with Syria, and later for the 

protection of Shia holy shrines. Eventually, a clear announcement of Hezbullah’s total alignment with 

the Syrian regime was made at the start of the al-Qusair battle in May 2013.  

Hezbullah, like the Syrian regime has suffered large losses and its intervention in Syria is now 

increasingly unpopular among Hezbullah members and even more unpopular with Lebanese in 

general. Hezbullah leaders have been warning Iran that Hezbullah operations in Syria were causing 

serious damage to the unity and effectiveness of group in general. Once it became clear Russia 

would be intervening in Syria the groups leadership has announced those fighting alongside Syrian 

troops will shift to a defensive posture. Bashar al-Assad was informed by the group’s leadership in 

2015 that it will no longer help him with offensives against rebel groups and confine its participation 

to fighting Syrian rebels, especially al-Qaeda and ISIS attempts to get into Lebanon. But the 

leadership in Tehran has kept Hezbullah engaged in the war in Syria. 
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Hezbullah is not a conventional armed force but an unconventional force which is already suffering 

from problems in the Syrian battlefield, even before any Turkish invasion. Not being a regular army, 

but a militia with an estimated fighting strength 20,000 — 30,000. All casualties for Hezbullah leaves  

it with an attrition dilemma that would devastate its basic existence. 

  

Hezbullah is a guerrilla style militia that is defensive in nature, built in the 1980s it has engaged 

regular armies like that of the Zionist entity, and has learnt to use asymmetrical warfare when an 

opponent moves into its geographically known hometowns. But the Syrian conflict flipped all these 

fundamentals upside down, with Hezbullah now fighting as a regular army against smaller guerrilla 

style militias. Hezbullah is not engaged in Syria upon what made it infamous – conduct a guerrilla 

war against an invasion, but it’s now invading a foreign country, something for which it was not built 

for, neither has it ever trained for. This is why it has taken so many casualties from its ranks.  

 

Hezbullah was created to dominate and protect Lebanon for Iran. It just cannot push significant most 

of its forces inside Syria because of the need to secure its border with the Zionist entity. This factor 

limits how much it can get involved in Syria. The battle in Syria is not similar to the wars that were 

fought against Israel, where battles had clear beginnings and ends, whilst the conflict in Syria is 

dragging on with no end in sight. According to the most conservative estimates, the number of the 

party’s fighters killed in Syria have is in the thousands, with many others wounded or debilitated. 

 

As the war timeline stretches on, Hezbullah’s ability to continue fighting recedes, because the war 

requires fighters and firepower in volumes that even exceeds the capabilities of the world powers. 

With its limited number of fighters, Hezbullah, in a bid to avoid such a situation, has opted to select 

and focus on the most important Syrian locations to the party. Thus, it protects strategic interests 

with a reasonable number of fighters, with tolerable losses, in addition to command experts 

providing guidance in battles the party believes it can fight successfully. 

 

The war in Syria in now half a decade old and it has affected the cohesion and resources of 

Hezbullah.  A Turkish invasion, after its resources are depleting  would be at the worst possible 

situation for it.  
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Could Russia prevent an 

invasion? 
 

The Russian intervention in Syria saved the Bashar al-Assad regime from collapse back in 

September 2015. Much of the world’s media presents the Russian military deployment as showing 

Russia’s strength, but scrutiny of this reveals severe problems for Russia if the military conflict was 

to escalate by the intervention of another army in Syria. 

 

The decade after the collapse of the Soviet Union led to economic and financial chaos leading to the 

deterioration of arms and equipment due to inadequate servicing. Russia is currently not in a position 

to develop all modern weapons and mass produce these for the country’s military needs on time. Up 

to 90% of this equipment has not been maintained or can no longer be used.5 

 

Russian ground forces have very large 

stockpiles of materiel left from the Soviet 

Union. This equipment however has not 

been well-maintained and requires 

significant upgrades. The bulk of the 

equipment used by the ground forces is 

obsolete, with most of the army’s current 

equipment designed or built by Soviet-era 

engineers. The army in particularly lacks 

precision-guided munitions and modern 
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Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance 

systems. The Soviet Union’s posture and orientation towards a large scale land war led it to develop 

a large arsenal of tanks, which today, remains the largest fleet of battle tanks in the world. Russia 

possesses over 23,000 tanks, more tanks then the whole of NATO combined. These platforms are 

ageing, with 80% of them built in the 1960’s and 1970’s. 

 

The Russian air force has over 4,000 aircraft in active service, but as with the army overall, its 

equipment consists of vast numbers of ageing platforms first built during the Cold War. Much of these 

fleets have been badly serviced. In 2008, a MiG-29 crashed as subsequent investigations brought 

to light the plane suffered from metal corrosion. All of the MiG-29’s were grounded and checked for 

air-worthiness and it was found 70% were not operational.6 

 

The modernization programmes Russia had planned to develop with new platforms and designs 

have now stalled due to the collapse in oil prices and western sanctions. Based on current production 

rates the Russian air force is already in a gradual decline. 

 

Russia is already engaged in a war in Ukraine with between 50,000 – 60,000 troops deployed around 

Donbas and Crimea. Whatever Russia says about Syria, Ukraine matters to it much more as losing 

it would be an existential threat. As Russia does not share a border with Syria it will have to move 

troops and equipment over a distance of 500 miles from its Caucuses border. Bashar al-Assad has 

provided Russia with an air base at Khmeimim, from where its forces conduct operations. The more 

direct route to Syria goes through Turkey and an escalation over this territory would be an existential 

threat over Turkish territory which would force Russia to devote significant resources at this, which 

are already tied up in Ukraine. 

 

Russia’s military deployments in Syria, whilst very grand, are extended and they are cutting their 

defence budget at the same time. Russia’s military force can bully its neighbour states but it is not a 

global military force that can be deployed in large enough numbers outside its region. Russia has 

leveraged its capabilities by focusing its forces which makes them look effective. Crimea was a quick 

and sharp operation, but it faced no opposition. In Syria, Russia is conducting an air campaign 

against an enemy that has no surface-to-air capability. So, Russia looks strong in theatres where it 

faces no challenges. A Turkish invasion completely changes this dynamic, but at a time Russia has 

more important and strategic issues closer to home, rather than far away in Syria. Russia has 

deployed more or less all of its operational troops and any escalation would present serious issues 

for Russia. 

 

Would Russia resort to its nuclear capability?  

 

It’s important to keep in mind Russia’s nuclear forces have not escaped the military decline of the 

post-Soviet years. Many of Russia’s nuclear weapons and their delivery systems have exceeded 

their design life, with some estimates suggesting that increasingly obsolete capabilities form some 

62% of the Russian strategic missile force.7 Many of Russia’s existing delivery systems are being 

decommissioned. Efforts to replace those capabilities have had mixed success. Weapons systems 

require strategies, and there no strategy without politics. 
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Though the Kremlin wants to maintain its leverage in Syria to protect its bargaining power with the 

US, Moscow is not eager to continue funneling resources to the battlefield whilst Syrian and Iranian 

troops work to reclaim every corner of the country. In fact, differences of opinion between Russia 

and Iran and Syria were apparent in the operation to reclaim Aleppo.8 For Russia, partaking in Syria 

and gaining influence is a bonus to its overall political strategy, but it is not essential and thus the 

costs Russia is prepared to bear are not high. In a situation where Turkey has invaded Syria it is 

questionable how much Russia will remain invested in the country, which is only a bonus to its overall 

political strategy. Using nuclear weapons would mean the war was already lost and using this 

capability would not alter this fact. Like all the nuclear nations, Russia has a history of possessing 

nuclear weapons and losing wars and still not using this capability. Russia’s decade long occupation 

of Afghanistan from 1979 – 1989 ended in a Soviet loss and humiliating withdrawal, but no use of 

nuclear weapons, despite possessing them. Simply put, Syria is just not that important to Russia. 

Conclusions 

Turkey's intervention in Syria would complicate the battlefield for all the players concerned as at the 

moment the only variable for al-Assad, Iran and Russia is the lightly armed rebel groups. Turkey 

would seriously complicate this situation with its entry, something it is more than capable of and end 

the situation in a matter of weeks. The only reason this has not taken place is purely due to the 

narrow political considerations of the regime in Turkey and has absolutely nothing to do with 

capability. The Turkish regime sent its forces into Syria in February 2015 to protect a historic 

ottoman tomb, and for the moment it would seem that the tomb is more important to the Turkish 
regime then the Muslims of Aleppo.9
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